cells. Here, we use deep learning to predict APA from DNA sequence alone. We trained 11 our model (APARENT, APA REgression NeT) on isoform expression data from over three 12 million APA reporters, built by inserting random sequence into twelve distinct 3'UTR 13 contexts. Predictions are highly accurate across both synthetic and genomic contexts; 14 when tasked with inferring APA in human 3'UTRs, APARENT outperforms models trained 15 exclusively on endogenous data. Visualizing features learned across all network layers 16 reveals that APARENT recognizes sequence motifs known to recruit APA regulators, 17 discovers previously unknown sequence determinants of cleavage site selection, and 18 integrates these features into a comprehensive, interpretable cis-regulatory code. Finally, 19
we use APARENT to quantify the impact of genetic variants on APA. Our approach 20 detects pathogenic variants in a wide range of disease contexts, expanding our 21 understanding of the genetic origins of disease. 22 23
Alternative polyadenylation is a ubiquitous regulatory process by which multiple RNA isoforms 24 with distinct 3'-ends, and consequently differential stability, subcellular localization and 25 translational efficiency, can be derived from a single gene ( Figure 1A patients suffering from Mantle Cell Lymphoma (Wiestner et al., 2007) . 34 35 The human genome supports on the order of 9 billion single-nucleotide variants and a 36 comparable number of insertions and deletions; it is extremely likely that many more deleterious 37 variants will be found that act by disrupting APA in cis. Experimentally characterizing the impact 38 of every possible variant on regulation of APA is impossible given the low throughput of 39 traditional experimental methods (Starita et al., 2017 and even a recent model of APA (Leung et al., 2017) . However, the quality of such functional 53 models is determined not only by the underlying algorithm and model architecture but by the 54 quality and size of the training data. The use of very large libraries of synthetic reporter 55 constructs with targeted variation can overcome intrinsic size limitations of biological datasets 56
and have proven to be highly effective in training models that are sensitive to the complexities of 57 gene regulation (Rosenberg et al., 2015) . However, such approaches have not yet been applied 58 in the context of APA, a process that, in spite of its importance, remains relatively understudied. 59 60
To generate a dataset large and diverse enough to represent the complexity of the APA code 61
we constructed and transiently expressed minigene libraries of more than 3 million unique UTRs 62 and obtained the isoform and cleavage data from the expressed RNA ( Figure 1B ). In total, we 63 assayed over 250 million degenerate bases, 3.6-fold more than are contained in all 3'UTRs from 64 the human reference genome. Our synthetic random PASs are expressed within a smaller 65 library of host UTR sequences, allowing us to measure, compare and learn from a diverse set of 66 contexts. We trained a Deep Neural Network (DNN), APARENT, on the random 3'UTR library in 67 order to predict alternative isoform expression of each library member given its sequence. We 68
show that APARENT accurately predicts isoform expression on entirely held-out libraries. We 69 adapted and applied various DNN visualization techniques to identify important features of the 70 APA regulatory code, including sequence and secondary structure motifs, their position-71 dependence, and higher-order interactions between them. By fine-tuning the network with a 72 small number of endogenous examples, APARENT was able to predict alternative isoform 73 expression in native human genes to a far greater extent than a DNN trained on endogenous 74 data alone. Isoform ratios exhibited a wide range of variation within and between libraries ( Figure 1D , S1). 117
Variation could be attributed to the CSE but also the surrounding regulatory sequences. In 118
UTRs with two signals -both AATAAA -the proximal site was slightly preferred, consistent with 119 the "first come, first served" hypothesis of kinetic coupling (Bentley, 2014; DeZazzo and 120 Imperiale, 1989) ( Figure 1D ; AARS, HSPE1, WHAMMP2 APARENT (Figure 2A ), was trained to predict the ratio of proximally to non-proximally 140 polyadenylated isoforms of each variant UTR given its sequence as input. We trained 141 APARENT on data from 9 out of 12 synthetic 3' UTR libraries. More specifically, 95% of the data 142 from these 9 libraries was used for training (~2.4M variants), 2% for validation (~50,000 143 variants) and 3% for testing (~80,000 variants evenly sampled from each library). Three 144 randomly selected libraries were left out entirely, allowing for testing of the final model in a 145 sequence context unrelated to any context seen during training. 146 147
The best-performing model consisted of two convolutional layers interlaced with subsampling 148 layers, a fully connected layer, and a logistic regression output node on top. To evaluate the 149 model, we tested its ability to infer proximal isoform selection (as a result of pPAS usage). When 150 tasked with predicting proximal isoform logodds (the log of the odds of proximal isoform 151 selection), the DNN performed remarkably well on the combined test set (R 2 = 0.88; Figure 2B ). Next, we constructed consensus sequence logos for the motifs learned in the second 233 convolutional layer, as well as measured their positional effect on isoform selection. Since layer 234 2 filters cover more of the input sequence than layer 1 filters, the resulting APA code 235 decomposition consists of longer sequence motifs. In general, the second convolutional layer 236 captures longer repetitions of short motifs, such as T-or G-stretches wider than the filters of the 237 first layer, or combinations of distinct elements ( Figure 3C , S3C-D, Table S2 ). The composition 238 and positional effect size of these combinations aligns well with the current understanding of 239 APA regulation. For example, the DNN identifies the core hexamer AATAAA in combination with 240 a downstream polyT motif to substantially upregulate site selection compared to the average 241 effect of the core hexamer AATAAA, reflecting known observed interactions between Fip1 and 242 other components of the polyadenylation machinery (Kaufmann et al., 2004) . The DNN also 243 identifies strong combinatorial effects of DSE determinants, such as GT-rich motifs (CSTF-244 binding) preceding a polyT motif further downstream. One filter is sensitive to dual TGTA motifs, 245 supporting the notion that CFI binds as a dimer (Yang et al., 2010 (Yang et al., , 2011 . Finally, one of the 246 showcased filters appears to be sensitive to a "multi-PAS" consisting of two overlapping 247 canonical hexamers forming the 10-mer AAWAAAWAAA, estimated by the model to increase 248 proximal site selection compared to a single AATAAA. 249 250
Global Determinants of Isoform Selection 251
Next, we turned to the problem of understanding the global relationship between USE and DSE 252 regions. A common approach in image classification networks for visualizing higher-layer DNN 253 features is to apply gradient-based optimization to find input images that maximally stimulate 254 neurons in various layers. For example, (Simonyan et al., 2013) optimizes input images that 255 maximize the final class probability score. Here we develop a similar optimization algorithm 256 suitable for sequence-based neural networks that finds sequence patterns which maximally 257 activate a particular neuron in the network ( Figure S3E ). 258 259
The optimization routine is first carried out on the dense layer (the fully-connected layer 260 preceding the final output layer). Starting from 50 random UTRs from the Alien2 library, the 261 sequences were optimized with respect to maximal activation of a neuron in the layer. The 262 optimized sequences, when stacked in a sequence logo, create a visual representation of the 263 global structure that the neuron is sensitive to (Figure 3D , S3F-G). The neurons clearly 264 specialize on different sequence subspaces, where G-and GC-rich sites are much less favored 265 compared to sites containing various conserved T-and GT-rich stretches. By inspecting the 266 bottom two logos, inclusion of the polyG motif in mainly the DSE, but also in the USE, is an 267 efficient mechanism for suppressing a site. Similarly, from inspecting the top logo, having polyT-268 stretches at the ends of the USE and DSE regions appear to be associated with strong proximal 269 selection. Also, a polyA motif ending with a single C approximately 5-10 bp downstream of the 270 CSE is present in all of the high-proximal neurons. 271 272
We also analyzed sequences optimized for maximum proximal expression. Starting from 273 random input encoded with a particular UTR library background sequence, we generated 50 274 optimized sequences per library and stacked them into sequence logos. The resulting logos 275 revealed global sequence elements associated with strong proximal selection ( Figure 3E , S3H-276 I). A time-lapse animation of an optimization (Movie S1) exemplifies how the procedure 277 populates the PAS with stronger enhancers first and settles on some motifs only after the other 278 motifs have already emerged, suggesting combinatorial effects. The USE and DSE regions 279 exhibit very similar characteristics across libraries, suggesting there is a "consensus" template 280 for a strong PAS. Strong upstream regions typically include runs of polyT separated by a non-281 conserved A-rich sequence, and possibly a TATA, polyC, or TGTA motif. Strong downstream 282 regions typically include a stretch of polyT, an A-rich stretch, followed by GT-or CT-rich content 283
and finally another stretch of polyT. The GT-/CT-enriched stretch is located 20-30 bp 284 downstream of the CSE, and the trailing polyT sometimes contains a single A. While the 285 generated patterns share many similarities, there are subtle differences due to the library 286 template bias. An example is the polyG track found in the 3' end of the Alien1 DSE. Immediately 287 downstream is a competing polyA site encoded in the template. The network appears to have 288 learned to find an optimal equilibrium point where it fills the 5'-end of the DSE with enhancing 289 motifs, thus promoting usage of the proximal site, while filling the 3'-end with polyG (a verified 290 suppressor), repressing the nearby distal USE. In the ATR context, expressing a fixed non-291 canonical CSE, optimization settles on multiple TGTA motifs in the USE. The techniques 292 developed here thus make it possible to generate a global view of how multiple sequence 293 elements interact with one another to determine isoform choice. 294 295
Predicting Cleavage Distribution with APARENT 296 RNA-seq not only makes it possible to distinguish between proximal and distal isoforms but 297 even provides information about the precise cut position. We thus asked whether our model 298 could be trained to predict the probability for cleavage occurring at any given position. To 299 directly learn the cleavage distribution of each variant we used a DNN almost identical to the 300 isoform-based model. The main difference is that instead of predicting a ratio between two 301 isoforms, the final layer of this network outputs a multinomial probability distribution of cleavage 302 at any position across the entire sequence ( Figure 4A ). The output cleavage distribution can 303 easily be translated to an isoform ratio; the probabilities of the positions included in the polyA 304 isoform of interest are added and normalized by the sum of all positional probabilities. The 305 network was trained using identical training-, validation-and test-set splits as used earlier. 306
307
We evaluated this generalized version of APARENT in two ways. First, we compared the 308 predicted average cleavage position with the observed average position of every test set variant 309 ( Figure 4B ). The two quantities correlated well (R 2 = 0.82 for Alien1, R 2 = 0.55 for the held-out 310 WHAMMP2 library). Second, we compared the area under the proximal region of the predicted 311 cleavage curve, which corresponds to total isoform abundance, against the previously predicted 312 proximal isoform ratios ( Figure 4C ). with increased secondary structure ( Figure 4F ). We then probed whether APARENT had 362 learned this property. First, we evaluated the relationship between cleavage position and DSE 363 minimum free energy (MFE). For cleavage sites near the CSE, no correlation was found ( Figure  364 4G). However, for cleavage at distances >40 bases, APARENT's predictions were highly 365 correlated with MFE, in agreement with the results of Wu and Bartel. 366 367
Next, we used APARENT to optimize randomly initialized UTR sequences for cleavage at 368 various distances from the CSE ( Figure 4H , S4D-F, Movie S2). For cleavage sites within 30 369 bases, the optimized DSEs converged to sequences with no predictable structure. Rather, the 370 model positioned core processing elements (CSTF, various RBP binding sites, etc.) in optimal 371 locations relative to the cleavage site. These optimal motif locations agree with the heat 372 intensities of the filter analysis ( Figure 4E ). For example, the presumed binding site of CSTF is 373 placed immediately downstream of the cleavage site, and for very short cleavage sites, PolyG is 374 inserted at the far-3' end of the DSE. Beyond this region of cleavage, APARENT instead 375 favored sequences upstream of the cleavage site that are predicted to form stable hairpins with 376 stem lengths that increase monotonically with site distance. 377 378 APARENT Accurately Predicts Native APA 379
Next, we turned to APADB, a public dataset of APA events from multiple human tissues. APA 380 events found in native genomic context contain a larger degree of complexity than what is 381 captured by the libraries used for training our models. Specifically, in the libraries the sequence 382 of the dPAS is mostly fixed and in relatively close proximity to the pPAS. In a native context, 383 both distal site composition and distance varies greatly. However, we hypothesized that 384 individual PAS strengths are independent when signals are well-separated, and that site 385 distance adds only a prior towards proximal site selection. If we further assume that the same 386 sequence-specific regulation governs both proximal and distal sites, the DNN should be able to 387 score both of them. Hence, the task is reduced to learning a linear function that maps the 388 predicted score of each PAS, and their log-distance, to the isoform ratio. This linear function is 389 learned by optimizing for the logodds of the measured APADB isoform ratios. Since our model 390 predicts the ratio of one isoform versus another, pairs of adjacent APA sites within UTRs of the 391 APADB dataset were considered. We further filtered for a sufficiently high read count and 392 removed sites where the CSE differed by more than two bases from the canonical hexamer 393 (filtered n = 674). The final model predicts a relative ratio between APA isoforms A and B even 394 when the entire regulatory context, including the distal PAS, is varied ( Figure 5A ). We used 395 leave-one-out cross-validation to give an unbiased estimate of the model performance. 396 397
The predicted isoform logodds were strongly correlated with the observed values for held-out 398 APA events (R 2 = 0.70, Figure 5B ). Performance also correlated with APADB read coverage, 399
indicating that the prediction performance increases monotonically with higher-quality estimates 400 of the true isoform ratios ( Figure S5A ). When reducing the problem to predicting whether an 401 event is mostly proximally or distally polyadenylated, APARENT is shown to significantly 402 outperform an identical DNN trained exclusively on the endogenous APADB data, with an 403 AUROC (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve) of 0.97 ( Figure 5C , S5B predicted to have substantial isoform shifts ( Figure 6B ). More than half of the pathogenic 427 variants map to the CSE, which APARENT considers to be especially sensitive to variation 428 ( Figure 6C Our work is to our knowledge the first to build meaningful, biologically interpretable 498 visualizations of higher-order features learned in deep layers of sequence-based neural 499 networks. Recent work on visualizing the motifs learned by the first layer of a CNN has begun to 500 address latent skepticism about the interpretability of such models compared to linear k-mer 501 regression or k-mer SVM models. We expand on this work and show that our network identifies 502 important regulatory features of widely varying complexity, ranging from short motifs learned in 503 the first layer, to longer and spatially connected combinations of motifs in the second layer, to 504 full-length PAS compositions, including secondary structure, learned in the deeper layers. 505
Identifying determinants and non-linear interaction of that complexity would be impossible with a 506 naive k-mer kernel, in particular with regard to long sequence motifs that require exponentially 507 many k-mer weights. A non-linear model alleviates this problem of exploding dimensionality, 508 and our visualizations overcome the lack of interpretability. 509 510 A practical application for APARENT comes from its ability to quantify the impact of genetic 511 variants on APA isoform distribution. We validated our model using variants from the 1000 512 genomes project for which associated RNA-seq data was available. We then applied APARENT 513 to all 3'UTR variants in ClinVar within 50 base pairs of the CSE and found that many variants 514 annotated as pathogenic also had a strong impact on APA, suggesting a molecular mechanism 515 for disease. We identified a large number of variants classified as variants of unknown 516 significance that nonetheless resulted in strong shifts in the APA isoform distribution, making 517 them intriguing candidates for future investigation. Furthermore, APARENT's sensitivity in 518 predicting the impact of disease-linked variation in less-characterized elements, like the 519 cleavage dinucleotide, demonstrates the model's understanding of a range of 3' processing 520 events. 521 522
The performance of deep neural networks and other machine learning approaches dramatically 523 increases with the size of the available training data. In order to fully leverage the computational 524 power of DNNs, models were trained on data from a massively parallel reporter assay 525 consisting of over three million APA mini-gene reporter constructs with randomized sequences. 526
In part, the choice of randomized libraries was one of convenience because very large numbers 527 of constructs can be created in a single cloning step and at the cost of a single oligonucleotide. 528
However, the randomized sequence elements are also free from any inherent biases that might 529 exist between native elements or the genes that host them. Furthermore, the random 530 sequences, with effects ranging from negative to neutral to positive, uniformly probe the 531 phenotypic landscape which potentially benefits a model's ability to identify impactful variations 532 amongst a large background of silent mutations. Still, by targeting variation to a large number of 533 native sequence contexts and to different regions relative to the core hexamer, we captured 534 some of the regulatory context present in human 3'UTRs. 535 536
In future work, we intend to build on our results in several ways. 
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For each 6-mer, the corresponding occurrence count in the input matrix X was incremented by 1170 one. Finally, a binary library indicator feature was set to one (and encoded in matrix X) to 1171 indicate the current variant's library origin. Training is done using an LM-BFGS optimization procedure from the python package SciPy 1193 (Jones et al. 2016) . The model was L2-regularized (imposed with a loss-term ⅄ *|w| 2 ) and cross-1194 validated to find a suitable value for ⅄ , however the optimal parameter value found was 0. 1195 1196
Isoform-based DNN 1197
The isoform-based DNN model (APARENT when trained to predict isoform ratios) is a 1198 convolutional neural network (CNN) that regresses the scalar-valued proximal isoform ratios of 1199 the library variants given a one-hot-encoding of the 186-bp long variant sequence as input. 1200
Identical to the linear logistic regression model, a one-hot-encoding of library indicator features 1201 (representing library background sequence) was also used as input. 1202 1203
The input data set to the CNN was constructed by one-hot-encoding the variant sequences. 
